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Preamble 
 

 The Philippines General Council of the Assemblies of God 
(PGCAG) has grown rapidly through the years, with over 4000 churches 

and about 3000 licensed ministers currently in the ranks.  Like any        
organization its growth comes with a realization for the need to increase 

effectiveness and relevance.  In view of this, the leadership of PGCAG 
approved the Minister's Licensing and Ordination (MLO) Program for all 
new license applications and the Minister's Continuing Education Program 

(MCEP) for all license renewals during their October 8, 2012 Executive 
Presbytery meeting (EP-2012-66) . 
  

 Furthermore, the PGCAG Constitution and By Laws stipulates 
that an applicant for licensure shall have "… a thorough understanding of 

and agreement with our doctrinal position as contained in the Statement of 
Fundamental Doctrines (PGCAG CBL Article XVI, Sec. 3.1.e)". It further 
states that though no formal education is required, "… all ministers shall 

demonstrate a workable knowledge of Bible content and interpretation, 
theology, and such other skills as are needed for the conduct of the       
ministry (PGCAG CBL, Article XVI, Sec. 3.1.i).”  The MLO program and 

the MCE Program aim to address these CBL provisions as well as provide 
further opportunities for growth and development of PGCAG ministers. 
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Benefits of Ministers & Churches 
  

 Holding a PGCAG credential benefits not only the minister in 
proving his competency and capability in the ministry but also benefits the 

church and the community as well. It is through a credential that a church 
gains assurance that the minister handling it is competent, properly 
trained, and equipped to carry out the work of the ministry. The credential 

affirms that the minister has achieved the basic set of knowledge, skills, 
and competencies required of him. 

 

Definition of Terms and Concepts 
 
A. Classifications of Licenses (Article XVI, Sec. 2) 

In terms of maturity of ministry, three classifications of ministers are 
recognized: 

1. ORDAINED MINISTERS—Shall be persons who are       
qualified and able to undertake the responsibilities of the full      
ministry and have developed a mature ministry. 

2. LICENSED MINISTERS—There shall be two classifications: 
a. LICENSE TO PREACH ─ Shall be granted to persons who 

give evidence  of being called of God to the ministry and 
who     purpose to devote their lives to this work but may 

not yet be qualified and able to undertake the                   
responsibilities of the full ministry or whose ministry may 

not yet have developed into a mature ministry. 
b. SPECIALIZED MINISTRIES LICENSE ─ Shall be granted 

to those who demonstrate an evident purpose to devote         
themselves to a specialized ministry such as Christian          
education, youth work, music, literature, or other forms of 

ministry other than preaching. 
3.  EXHORTER CERTIFICATE—Shall be granted to persons 

who indicate that God has called them and who manifest a 
desire to enter the ministry by engaging in Christian service, 
but whose present development in Christian     service may not 

warrant their being granted a ministerial license. 
 

B. Ministers’ Licensing and Ordination (MLO) 

MLO stands for Ministers’ Licensing and Ordination program. This is a 

program designed to improve the credentialing process in PGCAG by 
modifying the standard requirements for licensing and ordination.  

Through the MLO, PGCAG seeks to further develop the competencies 
of ministers who are confronted with the increasing demands of       
ministry. 
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C. Minister’s Institute for Licensing and Ordination (MILO) 

MILO is the Ministers’ Institute for Licensing and Ordination. It is the 
institute that our Bible School and Training Institutions will offer using 

the curriculum set forth in the MLO program. This curriculum         
specifically addresses the need of biblical and doctrinal training as well 
as ministry skills of applicants for licensure without bible school       

degrees. 
 

D. Minister’s Continuing Education Program (MCEP)  

The Minister’s Continuing Education Program (MCEP) is designed to 

provide an avenue for an ongoing skills, knowledge, and aptitude     
enhancement for all PGCAG Ordained Ministers and Licentiates. The 

MCEP as an integrated requirement of the renewal process for all 
PGCAG licenses shall encourage, promote, and enjoin ministers      
towards self-improvement to maintain their effectiveness, efficiency, 

and relevance to a developing ministry context.   
 

E. Accredited Institutions 

These are duly recognized institutions or agencies by PGCAG that may 

provide ministerial trainings and seminars: Bible Schools, District 
Councils, National Departments and AGWM partner organizations 
such as ICI Ministries and Asia-Pacific Media Ministries (APMM). 

 

F. Credential Committees 

These committees, process, endorse or approve all applications and 
renewals of PGCAG licenses/credentials, respectively. 

a. PGCAG CC─ Philippines General Council of the Assemblies of 
God Credentials Committee (for Ordained Ministers) 

b. DCC─ District Credentials Committee (for Licentiates) 
 

G. Assessment Units 

These following units are recommended to work under the Credentials 

Committee in evaluating and recommending candidates for licensing. 

 General Council Assessment Unit (GCAU) 

 District Assessment Unit (DAU) 
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Basic Qualifications for Credentialing 
(see Art. XVI, Sec 3.1, 3.2) 

 

A. Basic Qualifications 

The following qualifications pertain to all classifications of ministers    
(I Timothy 3:1-7; Titus 1:5-9): 

1. Experience of new birth (John 3:5). 

2. Received the baptism in the Holy Spirit with the initial physical 
evidence of speaking in other tongues (Acts 2:4; Statement of 

Fundamental Doctrines - Statement No. 8). 
3. Clear evidence of a divine call to the ministry, evidenced by a 

personal conviction, confirmed by the work of the Holy Spirit 

and the testimony of fellow ministers. 
4. A blameless Christian life and a good reputation in the       

community (Titus 1:7; I Timothy 3:7). 

5. A thorough understanding of and agreement with our doctrinal 
position as contained in the Statement of Fundamental       

Doctrines. 
6. Adherence to the principles, practices, and the purposes of the 

fellowship as embodied in the Rules of Church Government 

and similar District documents. 
7. Possess a teachable spirit and be willing to receive the counsel 

of older and more experienced ministers and those in positions 

of authority. 
8. Marital status and family relationship must be above reproach 

(I Timothy 3:1-7). 
9. Formal education shall not be a requirement for credentials but 

all ministers shall demonstrate a workable knowledge of Bible 

content and interpretation, theology, and such other skills as 
are needed for the conduct of the ministry 

 
 

B. Specific Qualifications by Classifications 

 

ORDAINED MINISTERS 
1. Must be at least twenty-eight (28) years of age. 
2. Must have carried a License to Preach for at least five (5)

consecutive years. 
3. Must have been actively engaged in some recognized ministry, 

such as pastor, assistant pastor, evangelism or Bible teacher for 

at least five (5) consecutive years. 
4. Must be a resident of the District where applying for credential 

for at least three (3) consecutive years. 
 

Overview of Credentialing Process 
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5.  To maintain active status, Ordained Ministers must preach at 
least fifty (50) times per year or be actively involved in Bible 

School teaching or in specialized ministries, and their           
credentials be renewed annually, as provided. 

6.  Exceptional cases shall be determined by the District            
Credentials Committee and upon approval by the PGCAG 
Credentials Committee. (As amended April 28, 2000) 

 
LICENSE TO PREACH 

1. Must be at least twenty-one (21) years of age. 

2. Must be a Bible School graduate or must have carried an     
Exhorter Certificate for at least three (3) consecutive years. 

3. Shall devote as much time as practical to active involvement in 
the ministry. 

4. Must preach at least thirty (30) times per year. 

 
SPECIALIZED MINISTRIES LICENSE 

1. Must be at least twenty-one (21) years of age. 
2. Must have acceptable training and have developed expertise in 

some of specialized ministry. 

3. Unless a graduate of Bible School, must hold the License to 
Exhort and active in the ministry for at least two (2)             
consecutive years to qualify. 

 
EXHORTER CERTIFICATE 

1. Must be at least eighteen (18) years of age. 
2. Must be actively involved in the ministry of a local church or in 

some other aspect of ministry and be under the supervision of 

an ordained pastor or sectional presbyter. 
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Minister’s Continuing Education Program 
 

A. Defining MCEP 

The Ministers Continuing Education Program (MCEP) is designed to 
provide an avenue for an ongoing skills, knowledge and aptitude      
enhancement for all PGCAG Ordained Ministers and Licentiates.  The 

MCEP as an integrated requirement of the renewal process for all 
PGCAG licenses shall encourage, promote, and enjoin ministers      

towards improving himself to maintain his effectiveness, efficiency and 
relevance in ministering in a developing context. 

 

B. MCEP’s Areas of Focus 

MCEP shall cover the following areas of focus: 
1. Ministerial Ethics 
2. Effective and Relevant Ministry Skills 

3. Family-Ministry Balance 
4. Doctrinal Safeguard 

 
Fig. 1. Areas of Focus 

 

 
 
 

Minister’s Continuing Education Program 
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C. Required MCEP Hours 

 During the full implementation, and thereafter, PGCAG ministers must 
have accomplished the minimum of  3 hours per area of focus totaling 

to 12 hours continuing education through PGCAG-prescribed seminars, 
workshops and trainings upon renewal of credential/license. 

 

D. Accredited MCEP Institutions 

1. PGCAG Regional Bible Schools 
2. District Bible Schools 
3. PGCAG recognized partner institutions such as ICI Ministries 

and APMM 
4. Other reputable institutions, bible schools and seminaries      

recognized by PGCAG. 
5. District Councils  

 

E. Certification, Assessment and Equivalency 

1. MCEP Equivalent Credit 
a. A 3-unit course in bible schools or seminaries may receive the 

full 12-hour MCEP credit requirement subject to the approval 

of the Credential Committee. 
b. A resource speaker, who is credential/license holder, in   

seminars and trainings, may also receive MCEP equivalent 

credit provided what he or she conducted corresponds to the  
areas of focus. However, only half of the seminar duration 

maybe credited as MCEP hours. A maximum of 1.5 hours 
per area of focus maybe credited to the total MCEP hours 
requirement. 

c. Other seminars not prescribed by PGCAG may also receive 
MCEP equivalent credit. However, only a maximum of 45 

minutes per area of focus maybe credited as MCEP hours. 
 

2.  Certification and Assessment 

 
In the event that the minister is pursuing a formal academic               
program, a Transcript of Records (TOR) or Certificate from the 

school shall be  required as proof of continuing education. 
 

Those ministers opting for non-formal education (seminars and       
trainings) must submit a Certificate of Attendance/Completion 
as proof of MCEP compliance. 

 
The Courses enrolled through formal or non-formal education 

by ministers who are completing the requirements for the     
Minister’s Licensing and  Ordination (MLO) Program will be 
considered as continuing education.  
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F. Renewal Process 

1. Fill out appropriate forms 
2. Attach certificates and TOR. 

3. Submit forms and certificates with applicable fees to the District 
office. 

 

G. Transition Period 

The MCEP shall be implemented within the transition period from 
2013 to 2015. All applicants for renewal shall be required to comply 
with MCEP in order to maintain their licenses or credentials. Following 

is the transition period with the corresponding required MCEP hours: 
 

Table 1. MCEP Transition Chart 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Minister’s Continuing Education Program 

  
Covered Period 

  
Required Minimum Number of Hours 

for Trainings/Seminars Taken 
  

For 2013─2014 
(1st Year of Transition) 

4 hours 
(1 hour per area of focus) 

For 2014─2015 
(2nd Year of Transition) 

8 hours 
(2 hours per area of focus) 

For 2015─2016 
(3rd Year─Full Implementation) 

12 hours (full implementation) 
(3 hours per area of focus) 
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Minister’s Licensing and Ordination 
  

A. Defining MLO 

MLO stands for Ministers Licensing and Ordination program. This is a 
program designed to improve the credentialing process in PGCAG by 
modifying the standard requirements for licensing and ordination. 

Through the MLO, PGCAG seeks to further develop the competencies 
of ministers who are confronted with the increasing demand of the  

ministry. 
 

B. Curriculum for MLO 

The following are requirements necessary to secure the corresponding 

license applied for. These will be in addition to the requirements set 
forth in the PGCAG Constitution and By Laws. 
 

1. Exhorter’s Certificate: 
a. Knowledge (Head/Content): Completion of the following   

courses via formal or non-formal education. 
 

Table 2. Courses for Exhorter Certificate Written Examination 

 
  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The applicant may also take an optional course on AG History, 

Missions and Government to gain a wider understanding of  AG 

history. 
 

 
 
 

 

BIBLE 

 Old Testament Survey 

 New Testament Survey 

 Introduction to Hermeneutics: 
How to Interpret the Bible 

THEOLOGY 

 Introduction to Pentecostal 
        Doctrine (AG Cardinal Doctrines) 

 Prayer and Worship 

MINISTRY 

 The Local Church in Evangelism 

 Pastoral Ministry 

 Introduction to Homiletics 

REQUIRED READING  Philippine AG History and Polity 
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b. Skill (Hand/Practice): The applicant will be required to show  

ability to handle or conduct the following: 

 Lead Meetings Effectively 

 Teach 

 Preach 

 Hospital Visits 
c. Attitude (Heart/Character): The applicant shall demonstrate:  

 A Life of Integrity and Trustworthiness 

 A Life of Humility and Servanthood 

 A Life of Kindness and Compassion 

 A Life of Purity and Holiness 

 A Temperate and Self-controlled Life  
 

NOTE: Applicants will be required to attend a one  day seminar on 
“Developing Right Heart for the Ministry I”. 

 

2. Licensed Ministers: 
*License to Preach 
*Specialized Minister’s License 

a. Knowledge (Head/Content): If the applicant holds a current LE or 

SML or after passing the assessment for those who applied 
straight to LP, he or she will be required to show proof of   

completion of the following additional courses via formal or 
non-formal education.  

 
Table 3. Courses for Licensed Minister Written Examination 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
The applicant may also take the following optional courses: 

 Biblical Counseling 

 Marriage and Family 

Minister’s Licensing and Ordination 

BIBLE 

 Pentateuch: Genesis, Exodus, 
         Leviticus, Numbers and 
         Deuteronomy 

 Synoptic Gospels: Life of Christ 

 Acts: The Holy Spirit in Believers 

THEOLOGY 

 Introduction to Theology 
        (16 Fundamental Doctrines of AG) 

 Eschatology: A Study of Things to 
Come 

MINISTRY 

 Effective Leadership 

 Relationships and Ethics in 
        Ministry 

 Introduction to AG Missions 
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b. Skill (Hand/Practice): The applicant will be required to show 

ability to handle or conduct the following: 

 Plan and conduct Worship Services 

 Lead in the Celebration of the Ordinances of the Church 

 Funerals 

 Counsel Church Members 
c. Attitude (Heart/Character): The applicant shall demonstrate: 

 A Life of Integrity and Trustworthiness 

 A Life of Humility and Servanthood 

 A Life of Kindness and Compassion 

 A Life of Purity and Holiness 

 A Temperate and Self-controlled Life 

 A Disciplined Life (Spiritual Disciplines) 

 A Sound Biblical Stewardship 

 Accountability in all aspects  
 
NOTE: Applicants will be required to attend a one day seminar on 
“Developing Right Heart for the Ministry II” 

 
3. Ordained Minister (OM) 

a. Knowledge (Head/Content): In additional to the requirement for 

LP, the applicant must show proof of completion of the following 

courses via formal or non-formal education.  

 

Table 4. Courses for Ordained Minister Written Examination 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BIBLE 

 Poetic Books 

 Corinthian Correspondence 

 Romans: Justification by Faith 

 Prison Epistles: Ephesians,  
        Colossians, Philippians and 
        Philemon 

THEOLOGY 
 Christology 

 Pneumatology 

MINISTRY 

 Church Administration, Finance 
and Law 

 Conflict Management for Church 
Leaders 

 Preaching in Contemporary World 
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b. Skill (Hand/Practice): The applicant will be required to show 

ability to handle or conduct the following: 

 Plant a new church 

 Mentor a younger minister 

 Weddings 

 Lead a Meeting 

c. Attitude (Heart/Character): The applicant shall demonstrate: 

 A Life of Integrity and Trustworthiness 

 A Life of Humility and Servanthood 

 A Life of Kindness and Compassion 

 A Life of Purity and Holiness 

 A Temperate and Self-controlled Life 

 A Disciplined Life (Spiritual Disciplines) 

 A Sound Biblical Stewardship 

 Accountability in all aspects  
 

NOTE: Applicants will be required to attend a one day seminar on 

“Developing Right Heart for the Ministry III” 
 

C. Guidelines on Written Examination for Knowledge Assessment 

1. Each credential level shall have a written examination. 

2. The passing score is 70% of the total score/points of the exam 
with no score/points lower than 50% of the total points in 

each category. (See table below) 
3.  In case the examinee gets a passing score of 70% or higher but 

fails in at least one category, it is considered a conditional 

pass. 

4.  Those who have received a conditional pass shall be allowed 

one retake only of the same set of exam but shall answer only 

the categories for which they have failed to pass.  

5.  Those who failed the whole exam shall be allowed one retake 

only but shall be given a different set of exam.  

  

D. Guidelines on Skills and Attitude/Character Assessment 

1. There are two different assessment forms: Skills Assessment 

Form and Character Assessment Form. These forms are to be 

filled out by the evaluators. 

2.  The applicant shall identify three evaluators for his/her skills 
and character assessment: 

a) Immediate supervisor/mentor/pastor/overseer 
b) Church leader/member of the church board/church 
 Secretary 

 
 

Minister’s  Licensing and Ordination 
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c) Peer evaluator: a mature Christian colleague (for license 

applicant); or PGCAG credential holder in good    
standing (for license upgrade applicant) 

3.  The applicant may also identify separate evaluators for Skills 
Assessment and for Character Assessment. 

4. The evaluators shall not be related to the applicant by         
sanguinity or affinity. 

5. The evaluator may return the accomplished forms to the     
applicant in a sealed and signed envelope or send it to the   
district office. 

 

E. Accredited MLO Institutions and Programs 

1. PGCAG Regional/District Bible Schools 
2. PGCAG seminars through national and district initiatives 

3. Church- based Ministry Training recognized by PGCAG 
4. Other reputable bible schools and seminaries recognized by 

PGCAG 

 

F. Certification, Assessment and Equivalency 

Each course/subject taken through seminar format requires a  minimum 
of 40 hours to be recognized.  

 
Applicants with formal education secured from a Bible School or     

Seminary should submit a Transcript of Records (TOR), otherwise,  
Certificate of Completion (COC) or Attendance (COA) from seminars, 
lectures or special trainings taken from the PGCAG recognized  training 

institution and/or PGCAG organized seminars/conferences shall be 
submitted.  This is applicable to all the three levels of licensing. 

 

G.  Renewal Process 

1. Fill out forms 
2. Attach certificates and TOR  

3. Submit forms and certificates with applicable fees to the       
District office 

 

H. Transition Period 

1. Transition period is five (5) years, thus applicants for 2019 must 
fully comply with the MLO program. 

2. During the transition period, applicants for any license will be 

accepted even though they have not completed the MLO     
requirements provided that they fulfill the deficiencies within 
the five year transition period.  
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Table 5. MLO Transition Chart 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Minister’s Licensing and Ordination 

 
Application Category 

 
1st Year of Implementation 

Category A 
Applicant for Exhorter’s Certificate 
without Bible School degree 

Applicants will be granted the Exhorter’s    
Certificate but they need to comply with the 
MLO program requirement (Level 1 and 2) 
before applying for the License to Preach (LP). 

Category B 
Exhorter’s Certificate holder apply-
ing for LP but without Bible School 
Degree 

Applicants will be granted the LP License but 
they need to comply with the MLO program 
requirements (Levels 1, 2 and 3) before they 
can be considered for Ordination. 

Category C 
LP Applicant with Bible School  
Degree 

Applicants applying for LP will be granted the 
License. 

Category D 
LP with Bible School Degree apply-
ing for Ordained Ministers (OM) 
License 

Applicants will be granted the OM License upon 
completion of the standard requirements. 

Category E 
LP without Bible School Degree 
applying for OM License 

Applicants will be granted the OM License but 
they will have until 2019 to comply with the 
MLO Program requirements. 
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Appendix A 

ORDINATION PROCESS 

(PGCAG CBL ART. XVI SEC. 5) 

 

Ordination may be granted to ministers who have met the qualifications 

listed in PGCAG CBL ART. XVI SEC. 3.  The process shall be             

accomplished in the following manner: 

 

1. District Credentials Committee shall serve a written invitation to 

qualified ministers to apply for ordination.  The local church may 

also initiate a recommendation to the District the ordination of their 

Pastor. 

2. The Minister would fill-out the PGCAG Application for Ordination 

Form made available by PGCAG to the Districts.  These forms 

must be completed in duplicate with responsive answers. The forms, 

along with other required documents must be submitted to the     

District Credentials Committee. 

3. The Minister shall take and pass the prescribed ordination           

examination that the District would administer. He/She shall also 

appear for an interview with the District Credential Committee. 

4. The District shall endorse to PGCAG all qualified Applications for 

Ordination at least two months prior to the scheduled District    

Convention or Ordination Service.  Endorsement should include 

applicant’s examination score as well as brief narrative of the      

interview conducted. 

5. PGCAG shall review all Applications for Ordination. Only fully 

completed and duly endorsed applications with the necessary      

supporting documents (results of candidate's written examination 

and a written report of interview) would be processed. 

6. PGCAG shall inform the District approval status of applications of 

ordination. Authorization is granted to the District prior to the    

public ordination service (PGCAG CBL Art. XVI Sec.5 1.e).  The 

District, in turn, shall provide a list of the names of ministers who 

were physically present during the schedule Ordination Service. 
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Appendix B 

RENEWAL OF CREDENTIALS 

(PGCAG CBL ART. XVI SEC. 6) 

 

Ordained Ministers Credential shall be issued annually and shall expire on 

December 31st of each year. Renewal of Credentials shall be accomplished 

in the following manner: 

 

1. Ordained Ministers desiring to renew their credentials must fill out 

the OM Renewal Form.  PGCAG shall produce and send the official 

renewal forms to the District who shall make these available to their 

respective ministers. 

2. Ministers shall complete the form in duplicate with complete and 

responsive answers.  Upon completion, the forms must be submitted 

to the District Credentials Committee. 

3. The District Credentials Committee shall review and endorse each 

renewal form. After which, District endorsed renewal applications 

shall be sent to the PGCAG. 

4. PGCAG shall review all District endorsed renewal forms.  Only  

fully completed and duly endorsed forms would be processed on a 

first come first served basis.  Once approved, OM IDs or validation   

stickers would be released to the District within the first quarter of 

the following year. 

 

Appendix 
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